mistborn the alloy of law wikipedia - mistborn the alloy of law is a high fantasy novel written by american author brandon sanderson it was published on november 8 2011 by tor books and is the first book in the wax and wayne series and fourth in the mistborn series, the alloy of law brandon sanderson - synopsis three hundred years after the events of the mistborn trilogy scadrial is on the verge of modernity with railroads to supplement the canals electric lighting in the streets and the homes of the wealthy and the first steel framed skyscrapers racing for the clouds, the alloy of law mistborn 4 by brandon sanderson - the alloy of law is light hearted the alloy of law introduced the characters and allowed us to get know those characters this book focus on wax wayne and marasi, the alloy of law brandon sanderson 9780765330420 - brandon sanderson grew up in lincoln nebraska he lives in utah with his wife and children and teaches creative writing at brigham young university he is the author of such bestsellers as the mistborn trilogy and its sequels the alloy of law shadows of self and the bands of mourning the stormlight archive novels the way of kings and, the alloy of law brandon sanderson - the alloy of law ebook at 2 99 nov 25 2015 blog for announced this week that the ebook for the alloy of law the first book in the second mistborn sequence is on sale at 2 99 for the rest of the year, the alloy of law a mistborn novel by brandon sanderson - the alloy of law a mistborn novel ebook written by brandon sanderson read this book using google play books app on your pc android ios devices download for offline reading highlight bookmark or take notes while you read the alloy of law a mistborn novel, joint review the alloy of law by brandon sanderson - title the alloy of law author brandon sanderson genre fantasy steampunk western publisher tor us gollancz uk publication date november 2011 hardcover 336 pages fresh from the success of the way of kings brandon sanderson best known for completing robert jordan s wheel of time takes a break to return to the world of the bestselling mistborn series, the alloy of law by brandon sanderson book review - having read all of sanderson s works i can still say that he keeps surprising me the foreword was a prelude for this surprise already because he mentioned that he intended to write two more trilogies for the world of scadrial with the alloy of law not being one of them since it s only a side story, amazon com customer reviews the alloy of law by sanderson - i have to say up front this is a brittle product compared to the original mistborn storyline but sanderson takes a pretty good whack at blending a good western mystery with a remarkable fantasy world of his making, the alloy of law quotes by brandon sanderson - the alloy of law quotes showing 1 30 of 85 the mark of a great man is one who knows when to set aside the important things in order to accomplish the vital ones brandon sanderson the alloy of law, the alloy of law mistborn 4 by brandon sanderson - right away the alloy of law has its definite differences the feel is immediately much different with aol taking place 300 years later and sanderson creating a wild west with allomancy setting, the alloy of law mistborn series 4 by brandon sanderson - in the alloy of law brandon sanderson manages to accomplish something very tricky he has taken the premise of a previous series of novels the popular and successful mistborn trilogy and applied it to a story in a very different setting, the alloy of law audiobook by brandon sanderson - i finished the alloy of law by brandon sanderson yesterday obviously it s set in the mistborn universe but it was kinda like a combination of sherlock holmes and gunslinger it s an exceptional book book and much better than the last two mistborn books he released i haven t decided if it s better than the final empire yet, amazon com the alloy of law a mistborn novel ebook - kirkus reviews on the alloy of law the hero of ages brings the mistborn epic fantasy trilogy to a dramatic and surprising climax sanderson s saga of consequences offers complex characters and a compelling plot asking hard questions about loyalty faith and responsibility publishers weekly sanderson is an evil genius
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